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Abstract 

In order to be a long time alive, modern malware often make anti-emulation check after 

launched for evading dynamic analysis. Malware authors gain fingerprint information of 

target environment through several API to detect whether their creations are running in 

monitored state or not. If an emulated analysis environment is detected, the malware will 

change its running to avoid malicious behavior exposing. The existing approaches are based 

on trace matching with a intuition that, given the same inputs, the execution of a program 

should be the same in simulated analysis environment and on a real hardware reference 

system. However those approaches are too fine-grained to be inefficient. 

In this paper we propose an approach to deal with anti-emulation using instruction traces 

and dynamic slicing. With a difference from trace matching solutions presented in existing 

references, our approach is performed on one instruction trace derived from our dynamic 

analysis platform. We evaluate our approach with 189 malware samples collected in the wild. 

The experience shows that our proposed approach can spot efAPI used for anti-emulation 

check in an efficient way. 
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1. Introduction 

Malware, such as virus, worm, Trojan horse or bot, is still a major security threat to 

internet nowadays. It is basis to gain and understand malicious execution behaviors for 

detection and containment of malware effectively, which is performed by anti-virus software 

with proper malicious behaviors models captured by malware analysis tools. Static analysis 

and dynamic analysis are two prevalent malware analysis techniques. While static malware 

analysis is limited by runtime packing and code obfuscation in malware samples, dynamic 

malware analysis techniques are main approaches to gain malicious behavior. 

Dynamic analysis, analyzing the actions performed by a program while it is being executed 

[1], also suffers from several limitations, such as incompleteness of the analysis result 

due to a single execution path. The root cause refers to two aspects, one is the virtual 

environment applied in dynamic analysis system, and another is the malware with 

intentionally subtle structure. 

Virtual environment for malware analysis is not transparent to processes running in 

it. Meanwhile, malware is embedded intentionally with codes for detection of runtime 

environment, means anti-emulation. If a malware sample judges the running 
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environment to be a virtual environment or a debugger, it will quit simply. Malware 

also hides its malicious behaviors into conditional branches with a special input data to 

trigger its execution, e.g., a logic bomb. The input data for triggering can be a message 

received from network communication or some information from running environment. 

The ultimate goal of malware is to stay a long time alive as much as possible. 

The evading dynamic analysis approaches can be classified into detection of execution 

environment, attack of virtual environment and execution behaviors hidden. Detection of 

execution of environment is the action that malware check whether the running system is a 

real hardware platform or not by characteristic feature of it. Attacking a virtual environment 

means that malware will disturb the analysis environment or make it crash. An execution 

behavior hidden is the runtime behavior that some malicious code fragments will execute 

when expected conditions are satisfied. The last two methods will be studied in the future. 

This paper discusses the problem of detection of execution environment in malware, which is 

a runtime behavior that after a malware sample is launched, the running will get some 

fingerprint information of execution environment to make a decision that the process will quit 

or run continually. Ordinarily, the code fragment of anti-emulation check is executed at the 

beginning of an executable’s running. 

To defeat anti-emulation check in malware analysis, we can try to build a full transparent 

simulated analysis system, or detect the code fragment of anti-emulation check and then 

eliminate its running effectiveness. While building a full transparent simulated analysis 

system is nearly impossible. There is always some detectable fingerprint information in an 

actual virtual analysis system. The approaches proposed by existing references focus on how 

to detect anti-emulation actions. The [2] and [3] present an instruction trace matching 

approach which aligns two traces collected from a virtual platform and a reference platform 

to find a divergence point in order to build a dynamic state modification (DSM) which is used 

for fooling the malware’s anti-emulation check. It is effective for instruction-level anti-

emulation check, but the reference platform is impractical. 

After analyzed a large number of malware samples in our iPanda[4] system, we find 

that malware can also performs anti-emulation check through fingerprint information of 

analysis environment. For example, the dbot worm invokes GetUserName() to check if 

the user is in its blacklist of user names. Windows operation system provides several 

API functions for gaining system-level information, which can be misused for 

identifying the running environment. We named those API environment fingerprint 

API, efAPI for short. 

This paper focuses on such a type of evading dynamic analysis tricks in malware. A 

lightweight approach, which is based on dynamic slicing and execution pattern 

inspection, is proposed to detect and contain the anti-emulation actions that are 

achieved through efAPI in malware. This approach allows us to understand the efAPI 

based evading dynamic analysis techniques and also build a DSM for bypass such 

program branches in order to gain more malicious behaviors. 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we explain the problem 

in detail and give an actual example. In Section 3, we describe detailed the proposed approach, 

including an instruction tracer, the execution pattern inspection, dynamic backward slicing 

and building and applying DSM. Section 4 evaluates our approach. Section 5 gives a 

discussion, and in Section 6 we introduce some related work in detection of evading analysis 

techniques in malware. Finally, Section 7 concludes this paper. 
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2. Problem Statement 

The evading dynamic analysis tricks, or anti-emulation checks, in a malware sample, 

are a number of instruction sequences embedded by attackers. Those code fragments are 

used to detect whether it is running in a virtual environment rather than on a user’s real 

system and refuse to perform its malicious behaviors [5]. Therefore malware should be 

able to find the fingerprint information of a virtual environment firstly, and hide its 

malicious behaviors after identifying an emulator. To quit the running is a common way 

according our study, in addition raising an exception or executing a loop for a long time 

is usually used. 

There are lots of tricks that can be played by malware for anti -emulation check of a 

motley variety of dynamic analysis platforms. At present, the analysis tools built on top 

of virtual machine increase in popularity and the corresponding anti -emulation check 

strategies are based on system fingerprint information gained through efAPI. 

We present an actual sample of such efAPI based anti-emulation. We rewrite the 

corresponding instruction sequences using C-style pseudo code of an instance of dbot.exe of 

which the MD5 is c3238557177d8ffb2385caffbb6cc5ad and named 

HEUR:Trojan.Win32.Generic by Kaspersky anti-virus engine, after reversing engineering on 

it, shown in Figure 1. 
 

bool isInVirEnv(){

char *blacklist[] = {“sandbox”, ”honey”, “vmware”, ”nepenthes”};

char user[128];

DWORD size = 128;

int i;

GetUserName(user, &size);

for(i = 0; i < 5; i++) {

if(strstr(user,blacklist[i]))

return true;

}

return false;

}

int main(int argc, char *argv[]){

…

if(isInVirEnv())

return 0;

…

}

 

Figure 1. The C-style Pseudo Code of a dbot Sample Instance 

After the sample is launched, the function isInVirEnv() will be invoked in which a 

windows API GetUserName() is called and the user logged into current system is returned. 

And then a predefined blacklist in which user names are common set up in simulated analysis 

environment is retrieved to see if the user is in it. If the user is in the blacklist, the isInVirEnv() 

will return true and the running will quit immediately. 
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3. A Slicing-based Approach to eliminate Anti-emulation Checks 

Inspired by dynamic program slicing techniques which is applied to find all statements that 

really affected a variable occurrence [6], we proposed a slicing-based approach to eliminate 

anti-emulation checks, named SliceBEAC shown in Figure 2.  
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Figure 2. The Workflow of SliceBEAC 

There are four steps to complete an elimination of a code fragment for anti-emulation 

check, corresponding four components in Figure 2, i.e., a simulated analysis platform iPanda, 

the execution pattern inspection, dynamic slicing and building DSM. 

The brief process is running a malware sample in iPanda, firstly, and recording instruction 

traces for execution pattern inspection and dynamic slicing, and then building and applying 

DSM to disable anti-emulation check. 

 

3.1. The Instruction Tracer 

The instruction tracer implemented in host system of iPanda is responsible for 

recording the instructions executed in the process of an executable for fine -grained 

malware analysis. If the target process does not stop its running, instruction tracer will 

kill it at the end of 5 minutes tracing. 

In order to monitor more anti-emulation check, we deliberately setup an easier check guest 

system. For example, in the guest system we reserve a lot of characteristics of QEMU, install 

several debuggers, and log in using a user named ‘vmware’ with administrator rights, etc. 

 

3.2. Execution Pattern Inspection 

A instruction trace is too rough to be used for slicing. Execution pattern inspection is 

responsible for trimming the trace, identifying windows API, building dynamic control 

flow graph (d-CFG) and deciding if a slicing will be performed or not. Trimming traces 

and API identification are the process to replace instructions in DLL modules with API 

prototype as well as spot original entry point (OEP) of the executable if runtime 

packing is detected. After that, a subtle trace consisted of instructions in executable 

module is done. The d-CFG building is for slicing as well as program dependent graph 

(PDG) on the trimmed trace that will be done through well-known algorithms. If 

execution is quit with at most γ APIs invoked and the number of instructions executed 

is at most δ, it is likely to be anti-emulation check and slicing will be performed. The 

algorithm is shown in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Execution Pattern Inspection Algorithm 

Algorithm 1: execution pattern inspection. 

Input：T, Mdll,Mexe 

T is an instruction trace <I1, I2, …>, M is address layout of modules, Mdll is dll module, Mexe is the 
malware instance executable. 

Output：d-CFG, isSlicing 

Stage 1: trimming the trace 
begin 

SubT Φ 
foreach I in T do 

if I is CALL and TargetI is F∈Mdll then 

SubT = SubT ∪ { I } 

until I is RET and NEXTI∈Mexe 

end 
end 
substitute F for SubT 
repeat the procedure on T 

end 
 
Stage 2: building d-CFG 
begin 

building a d-CFG on T’ using common CFG algorithm 
end 

Stage 3: slicing or not 
begin 

numF = 0 
size = 0 
foreach I in d-CFG do 

size += Size(I) 

if I∈{F|F is in d-CFG} then 
numF++ 

end 
end 
if numF<=γ and size/Size(Mexe)<=δ 

then 
isSlicing=true 

else 
isSlicing=false 

end 
end 

 

The input of the execution pattern inspection algorithm includes an instruction trace, 

the address layout of DLL and EXE modules, and it outputs a d-CFG and a decision for 

performing slicing or not. 

Firstly, the trace T is trimmed to be a short one that lots of instructions in DLL are 

removed and substituted with known APIs. Secondly, using common CFG algorithm, a 

dynamic CFG on T is builting. And finally a decision is made according invoked APIs 

and instructions. The γ and δ should be figured out with experiments. 

 

3.3. Dynamic Backward Slicing Algorithm 

The last step is to perform a dynamic slicing algorithm on a trimmed trace. The slice 

criterion is <Ic, var> that the Ic is the memory address of a conditional branch 

instruction and var is its conditional variable. Sometimes the slicing should be repeated 

on several criterions to find a root cause efAPI. For example, several functions are 

invoked to delete files of malware samples in dictionary c:\windows\system32 after the 

root cause efAPI is returned successfully and then quit the running. We present the 

algorithm in Table 2. 

This is actually a dynamic backward slicing algorithm. The input of it includes the 

instruction trace T, dynamic control flow graph d-CFG and the slice criterion and it 

outputs a dynamic slice on this criterion. This algorithm traverses the T to build 

program dependence graph with d-CFG to produce the slice. This procedure will iterate 

until the root cause efAPI is spotted. 
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Table 2. Dynamic Backward Slicing Algorithm 

Algorithm 2: dynamic slicing algorithm on condition variable. 

Input：T, d-CFG, <Ic ,var>. 
T is an instruction trace, d-CFG is a dynamic CFG on T, < Ic ,var > is slice criterion, Ic is 

condition branch instruction in d-CFG, var is condition variable in T. 

Output：A dynamic program slice S on var. 

Begin 

S  Φ 

Define(var)  Φ 
Reference(var)  Ic 
foreach I in Define(var) do 

foreach r when IReference(r) do 
foreach I from Ic to Icall-self backward do 

if I Reference var  
then 

Reference(var)  I 

S  I 
elif I Define var then 

Define(var)  I 
S  I 

endif 
end 

end 
end 
return S 

end 

 

3.4. Building and Applying DSM 

If the efAPI is spotted, we build corresponding DSM and apply it to our dynamic analysis 

tool for mining more malicious behaviors. A DSM is a dynamic state modification <Maddr, 

type, value>, means that change the Maddr into value with type length when the running is 

reached it. There are several complex memory state modifications that can be used to indicate 

some code is executed or not. We will study such scenarios in the future. 

An anti-emulation check code fragment can derive a DSM usually. A DSM will be used to 

apply simulated analysis environment to eliminate such checks. Meanwhile, next workflow of 
SliceBEAC will start for other anti-emulation checks. 
 

4. Experiment 

We conducted the experiment as follows. Firstly, a set of malware samples gathered in the 

wild on Mar. 2011 are executed in iPanda for recording traces, and then execution pattern 

inspection algorithm is performed for picking proper traces for slicing. The set of samples and 

their traces are shown in Table 3. We have 189 samples and the number of them with 

execution normal termination (#ENT) is 73. #UIns.inTrace means the total numbers of 

instructions uniquely in a trimmed trace and CC is the code coverage in instruction level. 

Table 3. The malware samples and their traces 

#Sum # ENT #UIns.inTraces 

  ID #samples #UIns. CC 

189 73 

S1 12 <1k 2.31% 

S2 54 1k ~ 3k 8.26% 

S3 7 >3k 43.03% 

 

The execution pattern inspection hits 8 in 73 samples for performing slicing (#ForSlicing) 

when γ is 20, δ is %5, and 7 samples are successful sliced (#SuccSlicing), as is shown in 
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Table 4. The failed one when performing slicing is because that the sample uses SEH-based 

anti-emulation check, which installs an exception handler and triggers an arithmetic exception 

to execute the handler function to check analysis environment. 

Table 4. The result of slicing whenγ is 20 and δ is %5 

ID #ForSlicing #SuccSlicing Average Time 

S1 5 4 13s 
S2 3 3 61s 
S3 0 0 - 

 

The efAPI list found by our approach is shown in Table 5. We can see that all 7 samples 

invoke IsDebuggerPresent() to detect debuggers, and CreateMutex(), RegQuery() and 

CreateFile() are used to detect some existing software fingerprint information. The #Q stands 

for the number of samples that quit running at the API and the #A stands for the number of 

samples that invoked the API. 

Table 5. The efAPIs used by malware samples in our experiment 

API #Q #A API #Q #A 

IsDebuggerPresent() 2 7 CreateMutex() 1 1 

CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent() 0 1 RegQuery() 2 1 

GetComputerName() 0 1 CreateFile() 1 3 

GetUserName() 1 2    

 

In Table 5, the API CheckRemoteDebuggerPresent() and GetComputerName() are not 

spotted by our SliceBEAC directly because the samples with such a type of anti -

emulation checks are not aim at our dynamic platform. The API CreateMutex() is often 

used to check if a debugger is present or not. One sample uses RegQuery() to make a 

check that if VMTools is installed into current system. In addition, there is other API 

which can be used for environment fingerprint API. 

We evaluate our proposed SliceBEAC approach on 189 malware samples and we can 

figure out which efAPIs are used for anti-emulation checks. 

 

5. Discussion 

It is a try for detection of evading dynamic analysis in malware using SliceBEAC, a 

slicing-based approach to eliminate anti-emulation check by efAPIs. There are some 

advantages as well as limitations and countermeasures. The reference platform is not used in 

the approach for efficiency and easiness, while several types of evading dynamic analysis 

tricks such as instruction-based emulated analysis environment attacking code fragments 

cannot be detected. In addition, the approach is weak for attacks with complex program 

control flow since a time-consuming program dependence graph should be determined when 

doing dynamic slicing. Even so, we still think that it is a good beginning for future study on 

defeat evading dynamic analysis techniques in malware. 
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6. Related Work 

Malware analysis is the process of determining the purpose and functionality of a given 

malware sample [7, 8]. Automated dynamic malware analysis techniques[1] are promising 

approaches for modern malware that impeded lots of evading analysis tricks[9, 10]. Dynamic 

analysis platform is built on top of virtual machine or full system emulators [11, 12]. 

Unfortunately, a simulated analysis system can be always detected or attacked successfully 

[13]. 

Evading analysis techniques in malware are instruction sequences for hindering the 

malware analysis process [14]. Runtime packing, anti-debugging, anti-simulation and hiding 

of malicious behaviors are all evading analysis tricks [15, 16]. Only those evading analysis 

tricks are eliminated that more malicious behaviors of a malware sample can be mined for 

effective malware detection and containment. 

 

7. Conclusion 

Anti-emulation check is nearly essential component in modern malware for evading 

dynamic analysis by malicious behavior hidden in order to be a long time alive. Execution 

environment fingerprint information extracted by several API is used by malware to perform 

anti-emulation check. In this paper we present a slicing-based approach for potting such 

efAPI. We evaluate the approach in our malware analysis tool with 73 samples. The result 

show that the slicing-based approach can find out efAPI within several seconds. In the future 

we will enhance this approach to deal with more evading dynamic analysis techniques. 
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